Form 10.7.9

PONY CLUB TASMANIA Inc.
OFFICIAL JUMPING EQUITATION SCORESHEET (adapted from the EA)
Rider’s name:
Horse’s name:

10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Club:
Date:

Event/venue:
Judge:

MAJOR FAULT
MINOR FAULT
Pencillers should underline the fault noted
Presentation and Gear

Mark
(out of 10)

LEG - Ineffective/ loss of stirrup/ loose calf or knee/ lacks
deep heel/ leg too far forward or back/ stirrups too long
or too short/ stirrup on tip of toe or home
EYE CONTACT - Not looking at line/ looking down/
looking for leads
SEAT - inappropriate use of 2 point or 3 point/ unstable/
too far forward or too far back in saddle/ uneven
HANDS - Rough/ fixed/ under-release/ elbows fixed/
throwing reins away/ inappropriate bit/ too high/ too
low/ uneven/ reins too long or too short/ over-release
UPPER BODY - Getting left (a miss)/ behind motion/
ahead of motion/ stiff/ twisting/ ducking/ leaning out
RHYTHM AND TEMPO - Lacking impulsion/ break in gait/
uneven/erratic/ rushing/ leaving out strides/ adding
strides/ too fast/ too slow
CONTROL - Refusal/ resisting aids/ under-riding
(passive)/ overriding (active)/ horse pulling/ on
forehand/ above bit
APPROACH AND LINE - Not follow track/ wrong lead/
disunited/cut corner/ drifting/ incorrect bend and lines/
weaving
TAKE OFF - deep spot/ long spot/ not centre of fence/
propping fence / propping
TASK – If any

X2

X2

Knockdown (4)

SUB TOTAL
Maximum good marks: 120
LESS PENALTIES

st

1 Disobedience (4)
nd

2 Disobedience (8)
rd

FINAL SCORE

3 Disobedience (Elim.)
Fall of horse / rider (Elim.)

PLACE
SCALE OF MARKS
10 = excellent
9 = very good
8 = good
7 = fairly good
6 = satisfactory
5 = Sufficient

PCT Handbook v2.0

Positive Comments

TOTAL PENALTIES

4 = insufficient
3 = fairly bad
2 = bad
1 = very bad
0 = not performed

Judge’s Signature: __________________________
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